
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of CCB risk-auto finance. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for CCB risk-auto finance

Develop SOX controls for CECL in compliance with requirements,
incorporating insight from auditors
Prepare presentations for senior management and other key stakeholders
Create and maintain comprehensive documentation and standard operating
procedures related to the allowance process
Act as subject matter expert on allowance and serve as primary point of
contact for internal and external stakeholders
Represent the firm in industry conferences
Proactively manage progress, delivery, and overall executioner multiple high
priority initiatives in the Chase Auto Risk Strategy& Execution team
Partner closely with peers and senior business leaders to analyse and prepare
strategic investment solutions, and support execution of projects
Analyze and establish market/ industry analytics and insights to be shared
across the organization
Partner with business heads and senior management on prioritized initiatives
to identify and address risk related components within the collections and
servicing environment, while maintain a focus on the overall growth and
profitability of the business
The Risk Director will present across multiple forums and venues including
senior management, cross lines of business, and function specific audiences

Qualifications for CCB risk-auto finance

Example of CCB Risk-Auto Finance Job Description
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10+ years of experience working in risk modeling, model validation, or
advanced risk analytics
MBA / Masters degree in Mathematics, Statistics or related field preferred
Provide subject matter expertise (SME) on risk or business driven IT initiatives
that may impact credit risk, including clear and concise requirements to drive
change
MS or PhD in Statistics, Econometrics, Operations Research, Mathematics,
Physics, or equivalent quantitative fields
In depth knowledge in data mining and statistical modeling techniques
(regression, decision tree, time series)
Minimum 3 years of relevant analytic/modeling experience


